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Conventional recovery and recycling of Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs), requires first a labor 
intensive process for their isolation, followed by mostly manual retrieval of high value 
electronic components (ECs), prior for the reminder to be crushed for further processing by 
hydrometallurgy and electrorefining processes. This allows for the recovery of the main 
elements (by weight or value), but all other elements are oxidized, mixed, diluted and 
therefore lost in post-processing wastes or ashes. To retrieve these elements, we are studying 
a change of paradigm: the disassembly of WPCBs combined with the sorting of ECs, followed 
by the fast development of physical and chemical treatments specific to each sorting bin [1, 
2]. This enables ECs to be separated by composition and to significantly increase their chemical 
element‘s concentration and simplifying the waste’s composition, thus making minority 
metal’s recovery economically viable. In this presentation, we will rapidly present current 
state-of-the-art processes for PCBs. We will then identify research and business opportunities 
in the case of some elements such as refractory metals (Ta, Nb, W, Mo), gallium, or 
lanthanides as well as present our laboratory's results beyond the state of the art regarding: 
(i) new physical recycling treatment of wasted PCBs [1]; (ii) the fast process development using 
an instrumented microfluidic platform [2]; (iii) Example of new processes for the recovery of 
strategic metals[3]; and (iv) their upcycling into nanomaterials/catalysts [4]. 
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